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The University’s Widening Participation Network is pleased to announce that up to twenty conference 
travel grants are available to support academic and professional staff to present at relevant domestic 
or international conferences.

The Widening Participation Network is a joint initiative of the Social Inclusion Unit and the DVC 
(Education) Portfolio. 

The University is committed to increasing the participation of students of promise from low socio-
economic backgrounds, regional and remote areas and Indigenous students; building our research 
agenda on social inclusion/exclusion and supporting the development of teaching and learning 
activities that support student engagement and cultural competence.

Conditions of grant

 − All current staff of the University of Sydney are eligible to apply

 − An EOI may be submitted where the applicant has not yet received notification that their presentation has 
been accepted, but funds will only be transferred once confirmation of acceptance has been received

 − The amount of each grant is $1000 for a domestic conference or $2000 for an international conference

 − If awarded, the recipient commits to presenting their research at a university-wide event for 
the Widening Participation Network, and also to writing a 300-500 word case study

 − Up to 20 domestic grants or 10 international grants, or a mix thereof will be awarded

 − The recipient must attend one of the nominated conferences, or justify why their selected 
conference is relevant to the theme of widening participation and inclusive teaching.

 − Staff will be responsible for arranging for their department to cover any further costs beyond the support offered by the grant.

 − The grant can only be used towards travel, conference registration, and accommodation costs of the grant recipient. 

Nominated conferences

STARS CONFERENCE – 29 JUNE TO 2 JULY, PERTH, AUSTRALIA
This conference provides the opportunity to disseminate and discuss current research, good practice, emerging initiatives and 
leading edge ideas that are aimed at enhancing students’ tertiary learning experiences. Discussion on a wide variety of subjects is 
encouraged and focuses on the following topics:

 − Students – who are they, what are their needs, what works for different cohorts, strategies for broader social 
inclusion and increasing participation in tertiary education, participation of first nation peoples

 − Transitions – pathways to tertiary education, transitions into (the first year experience) during (work integrated 
learning) and from tertiary education including graduate employability, and capstone experiences

 − Achievement – strategies promoting student achievement including curricular and co-
curricular reform, employability, gamification and simulation enhanced learning

 − Retention – program, discipline, whole of institution, inter-institutional and sector collaborations 
designed to improve student retention, threshold skills and concepts
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 − Success – student engagement, technology enhanced learning, understanding students expectations and realities, psychological 
wellbeing, application of learning analytics 

http://unistars.org/about/ 
(submissions are closed, notifications from 11 April)

HERDSA 2016: THE SHAPE OF HIGHER EDUCATION – 4-7 JULY, FREMANTLE, AUSTRALIA
The Higher Education Research and Development Society of Australasia conference theme, The Shape of Higher Education, 
provides an opportunity to not only report and reflect upon and to critique and challenge the current shape and direction of 
higher education but also to look to the future and engage your colleagues in creative possibilities. The planning committee has 
endeavoured to capture a range of issues that shape higher education under five sub-themes: 

 − Governance and Policy

 − Teaching, Learning and the Student Experience

 − Pathways and Partnerships

 − Innovation and Research

 − Professional Learning for Academic Practice 

http://herdsa2016.org/index.html 
 (submissions are closed, notifications from end March)

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP OF TEACHING AND LEARNING – 12-15 OCTOBER 2016, LOS ANGELES, USA
During the 2016 ISSOTL conference, we will consider stories of teaching and learning and stories of the Scholarship of Teaching 
and Learning (SoTL). What are the stories we tell about and with SoTL? The stories told about and with its methods, its impact 
on teaching and learning at our institutions and beyond, and its collaborative structures? What are the various plots, settings, 
themes, characters, conflicts, and metaphors? How does SoTL storytelling affect the stories we tell about our professional lives – as 
educators, as researchers or scholars, as human beings?  Who is telling these stories, and to whom – and who is listening? How can 
we craft SoTL stories to pursue larger goals? What are effective storytelling tools? How do we and our students use stories in our 
teaching and learning and how do we assess their effectiveness?

To tell and explore SoTL stories, we invite contributions under these topics/tracks:

 − Effective Teaching

 − Student Learning

 − Public Discourse about Teaching and Learning

 − Narrative of Course Design

 − Learning to Tell Stories

 − Student Stories

 − International Stories
http://issotl.com/conf/index.php/issotl16/index/pages/view/submissions 
(submissions close 29 April, notification by July 1st)

INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ICED) CONFERENCE – 23-25 NOVEMBER, 2016, CAPETOWN, 
SOUTH AFRICA
Educational development has particular responsibilities with regard to ethics, care and quality enhancement in higher education 
because of the nature of its practice and the benefits it seeks to take to faculty and students. Educational developers, in faculties 
and in teaching and learning centres, have encountered many challenges around ethics, care and quality in the daily practice of 
their profession. Institutions have commonly understood ethics, care and quality as separate functions, rather than as integrated 
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practice, and have tended to delegate these responsibilities to research ethics committees, Human Resource departments 
(custodians of institutional codes of conduct), or to Quality Managers.  Are ethics, care and quality mutually compatible for 
educational development practitioners? Might professional ethics in one discipline conflict with ethical conduct in our own fields 
of teaching, learning and educational research?  Should care in educational development work be sacrificed to the needs of quality 
audits? Ethics, care and quality have global and local dimensions. Could ethical educational development practice in one university 
be unacceptable in another? What is the difference between care and codes of conduct? Are there particular principles of ethics, 
care and quality that could be considered valid for all educational development practitioners, independent of our contexts?
With these questions (and many others) in mind, we are delighted to announce the theme of ICED 2016: ‘Ethics, Care and Quality in 
Educational Development’. The conference theme lends itself to a variety of sub-themes, such as the ethics of educational research 
and evaluation, ethics, care and quality in the funding of university teacher development and excellence awards, ethics, care and 
quality in formal staff development programmes, etc. The conference theme is intended to re-focus the practice of educational 
development, to encourage critical thinking on the roles and responsibilities of educational developers, and to offer opportunities 
for researchers and theorists to explore the complex relationships between ethics, care and quality enhancement that have always 
been at the centre of our work. 

http://iced-2016.co.za 
(submissions close 30 May, notifications by 30 June)

SRHE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RESEARCH INTO HIGHER EDUCATION - 7-9 DECEMBER 2016, CELTIC MANOR, NEWPORT 
IN SOUTH WALES, UK
The Society for Research into Higher Education (SRHE) invites research contributions to this international higher education 
conference. The theme for SRHE Conference 2016, on which the keynotes will focus, is an exploration of issues around freedom and 
control in global higher education. As higher education has expanded and internationalised, it has become the site for collaboration 
and debate, contestation and struggle over resources, reforms, access equity and more. This has opened up new opportunities for 
providing education, pursuing research and developing careers, but it has also closed down options and raised barriers, provoking 
opposition in some quarters.

What are the implications of this tension between freedom and control for those studying, working, managing and leading in 
higher education? What are the key points of challenge, and what possibilities are created? 

The annual SRHE Conference provides a stimulating international forum for papers of an empirical or scholarly nature relating to 
research into higher education in the widest sense and from a breadth of different disciplinary perspectives. The conference is 
highly participative, promoting the dissemination and exchange of ideas in a variety of formats, across a range of research domains.

https://www.srhe.ac.uk/conference2016/ 
(submissions close 24 June, notifications by 30 Sept)

Another relevant conference of your choice – please provide a justification as to why this conference is suitable.

Expressions of interest
Expressions of interest from staff who are planning to present at one of the nominated conferences are now open. Applicants 
should address the issues below and include an email/letter from your manager or supervisor indicating their support for your 
attendance. Staff will be responsible for arranging for their department to cover any further costs beyond the support offered by 
the grant.

Expressions of Interest must include:

 − Name 

 − Email 
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 − Phone 

 − Academic or professional staff

 − Faculty/department/school /unit

 − Your role in the faculty/unit /school and how you will influence or facilitate change in practices and/or teaching for social inclusion 

 − Conference that you are planning to attend 

 − Proposed title of presentation

 − What you are hoping to gain by attending the conference 

 − Arrangements to cover any additional costs 

 − Manager’s approval for your attendance

 − Copy of acceptance of submission (if available)

Expressions of interest (1-2 pages maximum) should be returned to amani.bell@sydney.edu.au by close of business Friday 22 April.

IMPORTANT DATES
Applications open: Thursday 24 March
Applications close:  Friday 22 April
Notification of outcomes: Friday 6 May


